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Sam Talbot is a specialist chef, Best Chef contestant, restaurateur, surfer, painter, philanthropist, and,
because the age of 12, type 1 diabetic. However he has not let the disease quit him from living a rich life
filled with energy, adventure, and accomplishment—alongside those from other famous diabetics like Halle
Berry, Larry King, and Tommy Lee—on how best to handle everything from function and hobbies to romantic
relationships and travel with discipline and enthusiasm.culinary and otherwise. In his first, much-anticipated
book, he recounts how diabetes has affected but not compromised his lifestyle or profession, and he shares
his own tips— To circular out these suggestions, he offers bits of foodie wisdom and 75 innovative recipes
for fresh, all-natural dishes anybody, diabetic or not, can prepare and enjoy.Heartfelt, entertaining, and
backed by real-life experience and solid medical knowledge, The Sweet Life will give readers hope, inspiration,
and the evidence they need to recognize that life with diabetes isn't about diabetes: It's about living.
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This is simply among the best written and informative cook books ive ever read and .Bless you. I tried both
quality recipes,(Shirataki Noodles with Cashews and Chiles and, Grilled Poultry Thighs with Endive and Apple
Saute) both were healthy and DELICIOUS). When I received the reserve I realized that it was directed
towards diabetics. Although I am not a diabetic I perform worry about my pounds, and with the staggering
figures of Americans developing diabetes I welcomed having healthier options to incorporate into my
everyday meals. These recipes add a good amount of proteins (which pleases my bodybuilder hubby) and an
incredible amount of dietary fiber and antioxidants. Okay, it's a little more chef-y than the majority of my
various other American Diabetes Association cookbooks. To begin with, most of the quality recipes have
ingredients that you aren't going to use often, or are difficult to find. I tasted each item separately and
wasn't that enthused, but I made the granola and it proved delicious. I urge anyone who has not heard of
these ingredients to do some reading about them, and you may see for yourself how remarkably healthful
that is. I am still attempting more recipes and also have not really yet been disappointed. The only thing I
have an issue with, and I know I'm nit picking can be this: Although nutritional details is included it is hardly
ever expressly stated just how many servings there are in virtually any recipe. Many you can surmise due to
the method you are directed to portion it out. Excellent Excellent read and creative recipes Great book
Great! Whether you are diabetic or not really this book is wonderful for you. Having said that, the reserve

is beautifully photographed, offers delicious recipes which are healthy. Living with Diabetes Can Still be a
Sweet Life When I was diagnosed mainly because a diabetic I was numb, then terrified, then resigned. I'd
seen way too many folks with diabetes run amok, or well managed with bland, boring 'diabetic' meals.Enter
diabetes education and Sam Talbot's cookbook: The Sweet Lifestyle: Diabetes without Boundaries. One
example of this is the recipe for Coconut Acai Granola Crumble.. But you find you merely HAVE to start
cooking. I love Sam's openness on the subject of his life and the recipes sound great although We haven't
had time to try any out. It's a storehouse of inspiration and information. Despite problems from various
other reviewers about substances most have been stocked in my regional Giant or Wegman's. For the hip,
active Diabetic I acquired this for a pal recently identified as having Type 1 Diabetes. However, the actual
recipes aren't for normal people. Realized I was out of an ingredient I thought I acquired - Googled
'substitute for -' easy solution.If you are unsure purchase a used copy so you're not that very much outta
pocket. But test it out for if you or someone you care for is definitely pre- or diabetic. It's a nice read!
Great book! Recently identified as having diabetes and was ISO a few books to guide me. This was a
refreshing change to some of the scientific books out there. Second, they are certainly for people with
lots of cooking experience -- for instance, one recipe says to cook a whole chicken in the oven at
350-degrees for 45 minutes. I'm obsessed with the granola recipe! Great information! I loved this
publication! I only wish that I could get in touch with Sam for an autograph! This is simply among the best
written and informative cook books ive ever read and i collect them,i have hundreds by all the top chefs.!
Other reviewers possess complained about hard-to-discover or unfamiliar elements.Sam Talbot did a
wonderful work and he provides very helpful information regarding the daily difficulties of coping with
diabetes. I recommend it in line with the recipes alone.That is a cookbook you could relax with a cuppa an
just read.Not only for diabetics I purchased this book after viewing Sam Talbot demonstrating two dishes
from this book in the Nate Berkus Show...! If you or someone you understand is a, hip, energetic person
with Diabetes and need some inspiration, grab this book.Bravo Sam. The tagline was "Meals under $10" . But
some you can not, the granola for example. Very good dishes and that is important as diabetics have to be
in a position to do what's best for their bodies while still being able to enjoy life. Very good condition Very

good condition. Beautiful photographs Four Stars Sophisticated cuisine! I'm not terribly impressed with this
reserve as a cookbook I'm not really terribly impressed with this book as a cookbook. In order to learn
more about Sam Talbot and also some advice on managing diabetes, it's an excellent go through. I wasn't
sure what 'yuzu' was therefore i Googled it - easy discover. It has goji berries, golden berries, mulberries,



cacao nibs, acai powder, a great deal of nuts, and oats. Practical advice, and several great quality recipes
and pantry ideas.. But every recipe we've tried offers been totally do-able in my average kitchen - and
delicious.after trying this recipe out, I discovered that's way too short of time at as well low a temp.
Were I a seasoned cook, I'd possess known those guidelines were off. A lot of the dishes are also time-
eating if you are not used to cooking food gourmet food.
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